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Introduction
At Grace Church of Fredericksburg (GCOF) We are one church family. We are
bound by a common vision, mission, values, and core beliefs. This unity should
be reflected in how we communicate externally and internally. Using common
standards for communication demonstrates that unity, and advertises our
unity to ourselves and to the world.
These guidelines aren’t intended to stifle creativity, rather they can accelerate
your creativity. With certain constraints in place (e.g. colors, logos, imagery)
you will rarely face the “blank page syndrome” writers and artists so often
face.1

The Importance of identity and brand
While this document should be considered guidelines, it’s important to
recognize that it does describe the identity guidelines for GCOF. Any material,
presentation, announcement, communication, production, or other item that is
produced in the name of GCOF or any of its associated groups or ministries is
expected to follow these guidelines. Items that do not follow these guidelines
are subject to review and may be denied access to GCOF official
communication channels (announcement, bulletin, Facebook pages, web, etc.)
It is therefore worthwhile to familiarize yourself with these guidelines and
follow them when possible. If you have any questions the communications
and design teams are available to help clarify.

Ministries and Groups
While we have a distinct and unifying image, ministries and groups are
encouraged to develop identities that exist in concert with the central
identity. Because of their affiliation with GCOF, it is expected that these
identities will exist in harmony with the GCOF identity (i.e. complimentary
colors, logotypes, imagery, etc.) Where these identities conflict, and where
the ministry will be presented as affiliated with GCOF, the GCOF identity
should take precedence.
With the launch of the rebranding effort in 2016, many ministries have official
“sub-brands”. Ministries with such sub-brands should always conform to those
guidelines in addition to the guidelines spelled out in this document. Check
with your ministry Communications Specialist for more information on your
sub-brand.

1

For more information on creativity in constraints, see the Tiny House movement as well as
the following article from Fast Company: http://www.fastcompany.com/3027379/worksmart/the-psychology-of-limitations-how-and-why-constraints-can-make-you-more-creative
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Logo
Our logo is the most distilled and ubiquitous element of our identity – a
universal signature across all GCOF communications.
While it is a simple logo, we must treat it nicely. This section covers the
correct usage.

Our logo continues Grace’s tradition of relying on the words in our name to
tell our story. Grace is emphasized with a larger font, all caps, and a bolder
weight. Church is still prominent but used in lower case, and Fredericksburg is
capitalized as a proper name.
The logo is based on our standard font: Gotham, but the logo should never be
recreated using type. Instead, be sure you are always using an official created
version of the logo (which you can find on the website or in the
communications and media materials.)

Size & Dimensions
The logo is built on the Golden Ratio (aprox 1:1.6). The logo block should
always be correctly presented in an aspect ratio, meaning that it will always
be 1.6 times wider than it is tall. You should never stretch or deform the logo
in any way.
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The logo block should never be so small as to be unreadable or unidentifiable
on the page or in the design.

Logo Colors
The official color for the logo is Grace Blue and whenever possible, the logo
should be presented in that color. (See Colors below)
In case the medium does not support full color presentation (such as b&w
printed material) the logo should be presented with all elements using the
darkest gray or black available. In official publications, this will likely be what
we refer to as “Text Gray”. (See Colors below)
On a black or other dark background, the logo should be presented in solid
white.
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Clean Spacing
The logo should be preserved in appearance by correctly setting it apart from
other elements on a page. This distance should be no less than ¼ the height of
the logo block.
For simplicity, this spacing distance winds up being just about the height of
the lowercase c in “church”. However, if you simply use the logos provided in
the communications material, the necessary space is included in those files.
Ensuring this whitespace around our logo means that our logo will never be
lost or hidden.

Backgrounds
Whenever possible, the logo block should not be placed on top of other
elements, such as images or illustrations, as these distract from the logo.
Instead, use a solid white or black bar which stretches the width of the image
(or element) and center the logo on this.
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Logo Alterations
To maintain a consistent identity, it is important to use the logo as described
above. No alterations of the logo are recommended.
Do not use:
Other Colors

Loud Backgrounds

Low Contrast
Backgrounds

Drop Shadows

Compressed

Outlines or Strokes

Curved or Rotated

Rearranged

Combined with Other
Logos
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Tagline Lockup
There is one case where the logo will be presented as a lockup (combination)
with another element, and that is the official tagline lockup.

Like the logo the Tagline Lockup should never be created from scratch, but
instead generated from one of the official sources.
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Colors
Primary Palette
Our primary color palette is based on a blue that we call “Grace Blue”. It also
includes variations of that blue, an orange for accent, and the base colors.
NOTE: the darkest color used for text is usually the gray listed below. We will
rarely, if ever, use 100% black for text.
Color

V2.0.20161023

Color
Name

Hex

RGB

CMYK

Pantone

Grace Blue

494F74

73, 79, 116

37, 32, 0, 55

Pantone Solid
Coated 5275 C

Light Blue

D1D4E3

209, 212, 227

8, 7, 0, 11

Pantone Solid
Coated 7443 C

Med Blue

676f9f

103, 111, 159

35, 30, 0, 38

Pantone Solid
Coated 2109 C

Accent Orange

E14D1F

225, 77, 31

0, 66, 86, 12

PANTONE 1655
C

Text Gray

212121

33, 33, 33

0, 0, 0, 87

PANTONE Black
6C

Medium Gray

727272

114, 114, 114

0, 0, 0, 55

Pantone Solid
Coated 424 C

Light Gray

B6B6B6

182, 182, 182

0, 0, 0, 29

Pantone Solid
Coated Cool
Gray 5 C

White

FFFFFF

255,255,255

0,0,0,0

Pure White
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Secondary Colors
While Grace Blue and the rest of the primary palette are the principal colors
of the Grace identity, these are by no means the only colors available for use.
Other colors may be used, so long as they are good aesthetic combinations.
Following are some suggestions that may be used in conjunction with the
main palette.
Color

Color
Name

Hex

RGB

CMYK

Pantone

Burnt Orange

C66402

198, 100, 2

0, 49, 99, 22

Pantone Solid
Coated 153 C

Deep Red

A00114

160, 1, 20

0, 99, 88, 37

Pantone Solid
Coated 7628 C

Green

108100

16, 129, 0

88, 0, 100, 49

Pantone Solid
Coated 2258 C

Yellow

F5D423

245, 212, 35

0, 13, 86, 4

Pantone Solid
Coated 604 C

Café

CE9B48

206, 155, 72

0, 25, 65, 19

Pantone Solid
Coated 7407 C

Purple

972B69

151, 43, 105

0, 72, 30, 41

Pantone Solid
Coated 7648 C

These are not the only colors available that will fit with the Grace identity, but
if you plan to use a color in the same family, we encourage you to use one of
these to ensure there are not conflicting colors.
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Gradients
Given the flat aesthetic of the Grace brand, gradients should be avoided.

Additional Colors
Additional colors may of course be used to emphasize or compliment specific
messages, artwork, or campaigns. In these cases, keep the following
guidelines in mind:
1) Use vibrant, well saturated colors that are not too “bright”. This means
you should avoid pastels and neon colors.
2) Use colors that will not conflict with Grace Green or the secondary color
palette.
3) Ensure the colors you choose are aesthetically pleasing.
Too “washed out”

Good Red

Too bright

Grace Blue (for reference)

Typography
Typography is the application of fonts to a document, design, or other
material. A good general rule of typography is “If you notice the fonts, you
obscure the message” and with that in mind here are some guidelines for font
usage.

Standard Font
The standard font for all GCOF communications should be Gotham. It is not a
free or included font, so you will likely need to get a copy of the font files
from the church.
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. Aa Bb Cc 123
Gotham
The headings and body of documents, presentations, and Web sites should be
set in Gotham. For gcofonline web sites, Gotham may be used as a license has
been purchased. For other sites, a fallback web font should be used in the
event the user’s system is unable to render Gotham. Web font alternatives are
being considered. Currently, Open Sans is a preferred font.
Gotham has many different weights, from Thin to Ultra.
For accent text, another font we use is “Bebas Neue”.
The quick brown fox jumped over the lazy dog. Aa Bb Cc 123
V2.0.20161023
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Bebas Neue

Weights, sizes, & settings
The body of printed documents should be not less than 10 point and not more
than 12 point text. We make use of the many weights of Gotham for text
hierarchy (headings) and emphasis (bold). We tend to use Gotham Black as a
bold weight providing even greater emphasis. Headings are also emphasized
through the use of the Bebas Neue alternate and through color
For internal text references, do not use the standard Microsoft Word method
for producing bold text as it does not adequately format the font. Instead, use
the font or style selectors and choose Gotham Black.
This text is faux bold.
This text is Gotham Bold.
This Text is Gotham Black. (Preferred)
We do not recommend the use of italics for text emphasis, headings or most
common uses. The only place italics would be appropriate in the Grace style
would be in academic citations where they might be required. In all other
cases, find alternative ways to emphasize text.

This is a Main Heading
This is a Second Level Heading
This is a Third Level Heading

This is body text. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Phasellus finibus auctor nisl et euismod. Maecenas aliquam aliquet tincidunt. In
nec ipsum felis. Donec gravida laoreet ex ut pharetra. Suspendisse venenatis
eros ipsum, in pharetra erat suscipit eget. Aliquam sed turpis id purus
consequat porta sit amet in justo. Vestibulum pulvinar egestas rutrum.
In most media, text should be presented flush left, ragged right, not full
justified. Exceptions to this might be when text is presented in close columns
with an appropriate margin between columns.
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Serif Fonts
Avoid serif fonts for headings and short text blocks.
Serif fonts may be used for long-form text, if necessary. Examples might be
for published books or directories. In this case it is recommended that the
Windows default of Times New Roman or Cambria be avoided in favor of
Century Schoolbook.
This text is Century Schoolbook 12 point.

Display and Design Fonts
When creating presentations, posters, graphics, etc., other fonts are available
and are encouraged. Keep the following guidelines in mind:
1) Avoid serif fonts, as they may conflict with the logotype. An alternative
to traditional serif fonts would be slab serif fonts
a. Rockwell Extra Bold is a nice slab serif and is supplied with
Windows and Office and looks good when
b. Cooper Black provides a serif feel without conflicting with the
logotype
2) Avoid overused and gimmicky fonts. Examples would be Comic Sans,
Times New Roman, Arial, and Papyrus.
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Images, Illustrations,
Iconography
Our message is presented across a number of channels and platforms. From
Sunday morning projection to web site and social media posts, to printed
material. For this reason, you should take the following into account when
choosing visual assets for your communications.
Visual assets can be either images (photographs), illustrations (drawings), or
icons (simple, often black and white pictograms).

Images
Source images should be of the highest resolution and quality possible. These
may (and should) be cropped, resized, and modified for the final product, but
beginning with high quality images ensures quality in the end product.
Images from our community should be your first choice for images.
In many cases, high quality or applicable images may not be available from
our community. In these cases, stock photography should be used. Be sure
that the images you are using are available for your use under copyright laws.
In most cases, you cannot simply download and use an image from Google.
The media team has access to a stock photography library to help you find
the right image for your communications.
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The following examples will help you choose the right images for your media:
(examples from Atlassian communications guide)

Natural body language

Pleasantly happy

In a dense setting, have a focal point in the
foreground and a shallow depth of field

Without feeling too posed

Not overly or inexplicably happy

Rather than multiple equally-weighted
figures

Privacy note
We place a value on showing our church family in activities, but understand
the privacy and sensitivity of our community when posting pictures. Be
intentional to choose only flattering photos, taken at public events with the
participant’s knowledge. These concerns are especially true for youth and
children.

Optout
Note also that GCOF’s official picture policy is and “opt out” policy, which
means that unless an individual has specifically recorded their desire to not be
photographed or recorded, no release or other documentation is required to
use images or video of them for official GCOF purposes. This policy is noted in
the weekly bulletin as well as on the website. (gcofonline.com/optout)
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Illustrations
Like images, the use of illustrations should be of the highest quality possible.
In many cases, this means a vector image that can be scaled up or down as
the project requires.
Due to the nature of the products we produce, it’s generally best to avoid
“clip-art” images that might come with PowerPoint or Word. Again, the media
team can help you find illustrations that will compliment your project.

Icons
Often more can be communicated through the use of a simple icon than a full
image or illustration. These simple graphics are clean, modern, and full of
meaning. You can choose a pre-made icon from FontAwesome
(http://fontawesome.io/icons/) or contact the media team about creating
one for you to use.

Conclusion
It is as always important to remember that this guide is just that, a guide. It
exists not to layout unbreakable rules but as in all things to provide a starting
point.
Consistency will help us project our unity to ourselves and the world around
us.
For more information about the guidelines in this document or for help
applying them or with projects, please contact the GCOF Communications &
Media team.
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